
Learning Objective: To understand how trade and the British Empire helped to build the Industrial Revolution.

Success Criteria: • To define what colonies, imports and exports are.

• To explain how important raw materials were to the British.

• To create a display with the aim of selling goods to Britain.

Context: This is the fifth lesson in a scheme of work on the Industrial Revolution, although it can be used as 

a stand-alone lesson if required. This fits into the National Curriculum topic of ‘Britain as the first 

industrial nation’. 

The lesson focuses on the ideas of trade and Empire and their impact on the Industrial Revolution.

Starter

Guided Picture

Before displaying the picture on this slide, pair up students and assign them roles as A or B, (artist or guide). As will need to face 

away from the board. Now put up the pictures and Bs will describe the picture to As who will then draw it. It is advised that you 

set a time limit to this of around three minutes. Stress that you are not expecting As to draw an amazing work of art and that it 

is more important to get the figures in the right place.

Main Activities

The British Empire
After feeding back from the artists and their guides, students should try to come up with two inferences about the British Empire from 
the picture. They can record their inferences on the ‘An Empire of Trade’ or ‘An Empire of Trade – Lower’ Activity Sheets.

Benefits of Empire

This slide will introduce the basics of the British Empire and its trading colonies. Use the table on the second slide to support 

students to individually create graphs on their activity sheets. Following this they should answer the two questions based on their 

graphs.

American Independence

Use this slide to show why there is a dip in imports and exports on the student’s graphs. The students should then answer the 

final question on their activity sheet. 

Note: on the ‘An Empire of Trade – Lower’ Activity Sheet there is a word bank box that students can use to fill the gaps that 

combines words used for all three questions. You may want to therefore show this slide directly after the former, before students 

start work on their graphs.
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Selling to The Empire

You will need A3 paper or other display paper for this task.

Students are put into groups and each group is given a pack of resources which show the main exports from a colony. Groups 

should discuss the importance of these resources and create a display that is aimed at advertising their resources to Britain.

Note: you may want to give multiple groups the same colony if you have a large class. Some countries are easier than others, with 

more resources. Consider giving Canada to a higher-ability group as it only has two resources.

Plenary

Set Out Your Wares

Groups feedback on what they have done by showing their adverts and delivering a simple sales pitch. You may wish to nominate 

a student to play the part of Great Britain and rate the group’s sales pitches. You may wish to play this role yourself, or have no 

judgement passed.


